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Golf Shop May
Break Even

Jonathan Britten

Afte
deficit of about $28,000 for

three consecutive years, the

Sewanee golf course and
outdoor tennis courts this year

"may break even."

So Dr.

head

Malcoln

elected by
members of the Sewanee Golf
and Tennis Club. The
committee now has full

authority for the operation,

which was previously directed

by the Athletic Department of

the University. Dr. Owen, a

University Biology professor,

said the committee words
voluntarily without salary.

"It was just too big a job to

run that business and the

Athletic Department," said Dr.

Owen of the previous

management. The University

unsuccessfully attempted to

lease the operation, advertising

in Nashville and Chattanooga

papers this summer, before

establishing the committee.
The committee is curbing

the deficit by instituting

(cont. on p. 12)

Student Goverment

Short of Funds

Walter Givhan

Unless funds are

forthcoming from some source,

Sewanee student government
will either have to cease oper-

ation or run a deficit for the

second year in a row, according
to a recent report by the heads
of the Order of Gownsmen
(OG) and the Delegate Assem-
bly (DA).

The report, which was made
to the Vice-Chancellor on
September 14, says that a

$292.27 deficit from the oper-

ation of last year's student

government has eaten into a

$470 Student Activity Fee

Committee (SAFC)
allocation and left the OG and
DA with $177.73 to operate

on for 1977-78.

SAGA Nabs Control of Pub, Snack Bar, Inn

Sue DeWalt

Within the next few weeks
SAGA will assume control of

the Sewanee Inn , Bishop 's

Common snack bar, and Tiger

Bay Pub.
Negotiations for this

massive take-over began in

August. SAGA and the Univer-

sity signed the final contracts

on September 16.

"The Sewanee Inn will be
run as a joint venture between
the University and SAGA,"
explained Food Services

Director Mac McClellan.

SAGA, in a cooperative

partnership with the

partnership with the Universi-

ty, will oversee food service at

the Inn.

An upgrade in food,
services, and image is

McClellan's goal for the Inn.

Under the management of

Dennis Cannon, the Inn will

feature buffets Saturday night

and all day Sunday. Fresh fish

will be brought aboard on Fri-

day nights. Family nights and
other specials will also be offer-

d at the Inn.

McClellan stressed that the

Inn's menu will be temporary

until community desires are

known. "I want to know what
the people want," said

McClellan, "then the menu
will be permanent."

All catering on the

Mountain will be done out of

the Sewanee Inn. McClellan

has prepared a special catering

booklet which describes pro-

cedures, products available,

styles of service and pick up,

and prices.

All area organizations will

be given a cipy of this booklet

so needed information is at

their fingertips. Catering prices

SAGA Director MacClellan

will be standardized. No
longer will an alumni group be
charged one price and a frater-

nity another.

By standardizing prices,

McClellan hopes to "bring

prices back into student and
community pocketbooks.
"Comparing all area prices,

wp II be the lowest," predicted

McClellan.

The Sewanee Inn will be

working closely with the Golf

and Tennis Committee.

Eventually the golf course may
be altered, and the Sewanee
Inn and Golf Shop food

services merged.

Gradual changes are in store

for the snack bar and pub as

well. Mr. David Hickman will

soon arrive from North

Carolina to serve as food

manager at the Bishop's

Common.
An effort will be made to

attract more University

employees to the snack bar for

lunch. Toward that goal, a full

deli and salad bar will be

installed in the snack shop.

A full pizza line, following

the Dobie Pizza Plan will also

be introduced at the snack bar

and pub. McClellan would also

like to see fresh, hot donoughta
with a choice of toppings

made at the snack bar to

accommodate the morning
rush.

"In the near future, I want
to go into dinner theatres

upstairs," said McClellan.

McClellan explained that the

dinner theatre could be done in

conjunction with the Universi-

ty's theatre department. He
indicated that the small room
off the main snack area could

easily serve as a stage without
.interfering with the decor of

the Common.
A variety of beer brands

will be served in the pub when
SAGA takes control. A larger

variety of foods will also be

available at the pub. McClellan

would also like to see more live

entertainmnet at Tiger Bay.

McClellan will introduce a

variety of promotion schemes

to the Bishop's Common.
"There will be something going

on every week until the end of

school," said McClellan. His

first special will be University

Crest glasses.

SAGA's take-over of the

Inn and Bishop's Common will

also result in employment
changes. All employees will be

uniformed. As SAGA will

control a wide variety of food

services, employees will be

crossed -trained.

McClellan suggested that

cross-training will not only

improve service, but will serve

as an incentive to employees as

well. "SAGA will no longer be

a locked-in labor force," stated

McClellan. He explained that

employees would be able to

"work up" from Gailor to the

snack bar.

Student employment will

also be encouraged. Jobs will

be available for students at the

Inn and on the specialized

catering crew. "We'd love to

have men and women student

waiters," emphasized

McClellan.
"SAGA was just hired as an

administrative force; though

SAGA pays my salary, I'm the

school's food service director,"

stressed McClellan. "It's not

SAGA, it's what Mac is doing,"

he continued.

McClellan explained that he

desires a large volume of input

from the University and the

ity. He will enact new

(cont. on p. 12)

SEE RELATED ANALYSIS,

PG.7

"We're going to be hurting

by Christmas," said Steve Jobe,

president of the OG, who
authored the report with

Nancy Bell, speaker of the DA.
Jobe explained that the report

will be followed by an itemized

estimate of what will be
necessary to operate for the

entire year and a request for

that amount, but "we won't

know exactly where everything

goes for a month or so."

There have been no
proposals as to where the

needed funds will come from if

the University dicides to grant

the request. "We're not

making any suggestions about

where it should come from,"

said Jobe. "I don't have any

idea where it would come
from," echoed Allen

Whitehead, speaker pro tern of

the DA.
Whitehead also feels that

there is a pressing need for the

money. He related how one
DA member had introduced a

motion to have the statements

of a particular committee

mimeographed but there was
not enough money to do so.

However, Whitehead feels

(cont. on p. 7)
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AAUP Responds To Cassidy Resignation;

Arnold "disapproves" of Puckette's Handling of Case
Lindsay Coates

and Steve Lembesis

The resignation of Dr.

Robert Cassidy sparked the

passage of three important

resolutions regarding academic

freedom and tenure and
promotion by the local chapter

of the American Association

of University Professors. The
resolutions were presented at

an A.A.U.P. meeting last week
by the Executive Board of

the organization.

Though Dr. Cassidy's name
was never mentioned in the

resolutions, it is clear that the

circumstances surrounding hi<

resignation were a decisi ve

factor in the action taken by

the A.A.U.P.
Four Sewanee faculty are

members of the Board: Dr

Claud Sutcliffe, Dr. Henry

Arnold, Dr. John Flynn, and

the Rev. Mr. John Gesell. The

meeting was attended by >4

University of the South facuily

members. The first two resolu-

tions passed without audi hie

dissent. The third passed by a

vote of 15-6.

Before presenting t lie-

resolutions, the Board
informed the Chapter that it

would point out to the Dean
of the College that the only
interpretation of his appoint-
ment letter in the case under
investigation consistent with
national A.A.U.P. standards is

that "the faculty member had
tenure when he first came to

Sewanee. A probationary

period of longer than seven

years is permissible only if

agreed to in writing at the

time of a new appointment."
Dr. Cassidy had seven years of

teaching experience when he
was hired at Sewanee, and the
Dean's appointment letter did
not specifically mention

When asked to comment on
the relevance of the resolu-

tions passed by the A.A.U.P.
to Dr. Cassidy's status, Board
member Henry Arnold came
down strongly on Dean Puck-

ette's handling of the case

white at the same time indi-

cating that the resolutions were

passed in hopes of preventing

any case similar to Cassidy's

n the future.

In his statement to the

PURPLE, Dr. Arnold said:

"Mr. Cassidy has not asked the

A.A.U.P. to take any action on

his behalf, and these

resolutions do not ask the Ad-

ministration to reverse

anything that has already been

done in the Cassidy case. They
do, however, reflect my own
strong disapproval of the

Dean's performance in his

handling of the Cassidy case,

and they are an attempt 10

insure better handling of such

the futi

Passing News
A Conference for Women,

"From Her Point of View,"
"featuring Dr. Joyce Brothers

and Congresswoman Pat

Schroeder will be held on
October 28-29 at MTSU. For
details and registration forms

ne to the Career Services

Office.

The Newspaper Fund, Inc

offers internships in reporting

and editing. For deadlines and

come to the Career Services

Office, Cleveland Memorial,
Room 2.

Competition is underway
for positions in the Tennessee
Legislative Internship Program
for the 1978 legislative session.

Legislative interns, who will

be assigned as aides to

legislative leadership and
committees, are chosen from
among junior and senior

applicants from 29 Tennessee
colleges and universities,

including Sewanee.
Interns will be appointed

for the 1978 legislative session

for the period from January

3 until one week following

adjournment of the General
Assembly. An average of 9-12

semester hours credit is given

to participants in the program.
Each intern will recieve a

stipend of $390 as well as a
15 iik-

reimbursement for
trip per week from Nashville
to the intern's home
institution.

Interns must be residents
of Tennessee, a qualification
which is satisfied by being
registered to vote in Tennessee.

Applications may be
obtained from Dr. Robert
Keele. Completed forms mu^t
be returned to him by October

w 14, 1977.

"I disapprove of the sloppy
letter of appointment. Once
the letter was written without
specifying an extension of the

ordinary seven-year probation-
ary period, I disapprove of the

Dean's unwillingness to

interpret it in a manner
consistent with A.A.U.P. regu-

lations. I disapprove of his not
having regarded Mr. Cassidy's

promotion decision as a full-

fledged tenure decision re-

quiring the involvement of the

Paine Wants to Up

Movie Attendance
Bruce Dobie

The Sewanee Union
Theater, responding to a

budget increase, is now offer-

boosting its advertising pro-

gram.

Chris Payne, director of the

Union Theater, is "trying to

increase movie attendance,

in order to build a prof i

making operation, rather than

breaking even as has been the

case over the past few years."

Payne notes a terrific drop
in attendance -21,655 in 1973-

74 as opposed to 15,021 in

1976--77-- caused by what he
considers to be "a greater

activities and the proliferation

of other film organizations."
To battle this decrease in

attendance, Payne has decided
to increase the number of
movies and step up the
theater's advertising program in

an effort to attract more
people to the theater.

There is a new advertising

section for the theater in the

PURPLE, and posters for

movies are now adorning other

places besides the S.P.O.
Payne has also put
advertisements in local news-
papers.

Another attraction to the

theater is an increase in the

number of films, from two to

Promotion and Tenure Com-
mittee. Finally, I disapprove

of his acceptance of Mr.

Cassidy's resignation instead of
either notifying Mr. Cassidy
that this would be his last year
or requiring the department to

retain him as a probationary

faculty member for one more
year. Not all of those who
voted for these resolutions may
feel as strongly as I do about

what has already been done in

the Cassidy case, but there is

apparent agreement that we do
not want this sort of thing to

happen again."

When shown a copy of Dr.

Arnold's statement, Dean
Puckette responded: "He's
entitled to an opinion," but
declined to comment further.

In the first resolution the
Chapter authorized its Execu-
tive Board to "begin
negotiations with the Provost
to have all 13 pages of the
1976 RECOMMENDED
INSTITUTIONAL REGULA-
TIONS ON ACADEMIC
FREEDOM AND TENURE
incorporated into the FACUL-
TY HANDBOOK and to seek

amendment of the University
Ordinances if they conflict

with these A.A.U.P. recom-

mendations."

The Board felt that it was
necessary to adopt these resol-

utions in order to "attempt to

minimize ambiguities," especi-

ally with regard to tenure and
promotion.

The second resolution calls

on the Administration to adopt
this new regulation: "A
faculty member who is eligible

for a promotion which, if

granted, will also confer tenure

can be notified of non-reap-

pointment only as a result of

tenure decision

three per week. Payne is

hoping this will build up the

theater's income.

gripe among stu-

dents about the Union Theater

has been its steady rise in

ticket costs. Payne attributes

this problem to inflation,
pointing out a "20% yearly
rise in the cost of movies." He
adds that "if our efforts to

keep attendance high are

successful, there will be no

price raises this year." Payne
points out that any student can
buy a book of 10 tickets for 15
dollars,

dollars.

For those who get the
munchies during the love
scenes, Payne says that "we
will soon be opening a
concessions booth on a trial

basis. It will sell candy of var-

ious sorts and popeorn

which has complied with the

provisions on page N-2 of the

FACULTY HANDBOOK."
According to the report

submitted by the Board to the

Chapter, this resolution was

presented because "Sewanee's
FACULTY HANDBOOK regu-

lations and the Dean's inter-

pretation of them have brought
about a situation where a

tenur

faculty member
who comes to Sewanee as an

Assistant Professor with prior

teaching experience. When
such a faculty member gains

tenure, he does so as a by-
product of promotion to Asso-

ciate Professor, and promotion
decisions are on paper and in

practice much more casual

than the tenure decisions

whose procedures are outlined

on page N-2 of the FACULTY
HANDBOOK."

The Board's reasoning in

favor of the second resolution

continued: "Tenure is denied

to a faculty member in this

category by first withholding

the promotion which would
confer tenure and then making
a decision not to reappoint.
Procedures for non-reappoint-

ment decisions adopted in

1977 give the probationary
faculty member some protec-

against arbitrary and casual

decisions, but these proce-

dures remain less stringent

than those for tenure decisions.

Most notably, the Promotion
and Tenure Committee is auto-
matically involved in a tenure
decision but participated in a

non-reappointment decision
only when a negative decision
is appealed to them by a facul-

ty member."
The third resolution re-

quested the Provost to "in-
'

corporate into the HAND-
BOOK a policy statement
that henceforth the Admini-
stration will refuse to accept
resignations more than one
year in advance of their effec-

tive date." This proposal was
the only one on which any
dissent was recorded. Though
the majority of members
present evidently abstained
from voting, the resolution
passed by a 15-6 margin.

In presenting this resolu-
tion the Board advised the
A.A.U.P. membership that,
while not calling into question
the "good faith of the
department and the faculty

member in negotiating the

agreement that induced the

faculty member to resign," the

Chapter must nevertheless

"face up to the liklihood that

this agreement will serve as a

model for departments seeking

the easiest way to sever ties

with an unwanted colleague in

the future" and that the

A.A.U.P. "must perceive that

such agreements render inef-

fective a valuable feature of the

procedures outlined in the

FACULTY HANDBOOK."
The Board's report

expanded on their argument in

favor of the third resolution

in this manner: "It must be
noted that the established
procedures protect the College
itself as well as the individual

faculty member against arbi-

trary and casual decisions by
the Dean and the department
chairman. The only guarantee
the College has that due
process is being followed by
the Dean and the department
chairman is the faculty

member's right to petition the

Promotion and Tenure Com-
mittee if he thinks it has not
been followed. This guaran-

tee remains firm only so long

as a faculty member who is

being denied due process has

nothing to lose by petitioning

the committee, and the Dean
and the department know what
departures from due process
are virtually certain to come
under the scrutiny of this

committee. If a department
knows it will be permitted to
offer a faculty member strong
inducements to waive his right

of petition, it can depart from
due process and still hope for

impunity."
The Board's argument con-

cluded: "If a non-reappoint-

ment decision is warranted, it

is not in the interest of the
College for the faculty member
to serve two or more additional'

years instead of the normal
one. If a non-reappointment
decision is premature, it is in
the interest of the College for

the faculty member to retain

the normal status of proba-
tionary appointee rather than
to remain on the faculty as a
two-year "lame duck" under
an arrangement whereby the
Dean and the department have
achieved exemption from
review of their observation of
due process in their dealings

(cont. on p. 5)

JOIN THE WINE CLUB AT

VALLEY LIQUORS
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

COWAN ROAD, COWAN, TENNESSEE
967-7063

INQUIRE AT

SHENANIGANS
SANDWICHES COFFEE TEA CHEESES

GOURMET FOODS RECORDS PAPERBACKS
BEER-DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

OPEN 1 1:30 AM -MIDNIGHT
CLOSED ON SUNDAY

IN SEWANEE, CALL 598-5774
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"SEWANEE, INC."?

PRO INCORPORATION
Henry Arnold

CON INCORPORATION

Quin tard Joyner

Revenue sharing, the sharing of state and federal tax dollars with local

governments, is what is making it so costly for our community to postpone in-

corporation. City governments get thousands of their residents' tax dollars back

from Washington and Nashville every year. If I lived in an incorporated munici-

pality, much of the cost of my police and fire protection would already be met
when I paid my federal income tax and my state sates tax. Since I live in unin-
corporated Sewanee, however, not a penny of the cost of my police and fire pro-

tection is being met when I pay these same taxes. The entire cost of these and
most other municipal services has to come out of the University's budget. And
less than 25% of these costs can be passed on to the leaseholders even when the

part of their lease fees earmarked for municipal services is calculated at a rate

higher than the property tax rate paid by the residents of any of the

incorporated towns in Franklin County.

We could save at least $50,000 per year by incorporating. According to the

estimates of a committee of the Sewanee Civic Association that studied incor-

poration earlier this year, an incorporated town of Sewanee would incur

$70,000 of expenses ($50,000 in road work now done by Franklin County and
$20,000 in new administrative expenses) over and beyond what the University is

already putting into municipal services. At a $2.75 property tax rate, however.,

the incorporated town would bring in from sources outside the community over

$120,000 in new revenues. The principal sources would be: state revenue

sharing: $65,000; federal revenue sharing, $30,000; wholesale beer and local

sales taxes now going to Franklin County, $18,000; and taxes and payments in

lieu of taxes by utilities, $6,000. The committee's findings are in a 45-page

booklet entitled " Let the Facts Speak for Themselves." Copies are on reserve in

DuPont. I especially recommend the chapter on the financial implications of in-

corporation, pp. 27-36.

It should be further noted that this estimate of savings is highly conservative.

If, for example, Sewanee citizens not only voted to incorporate but also voted to

legalize the sale of hard liquor, and if the University permitted the operation of a

liquor store on the Domain, the committee estimated an additional $10,000 in

municipal revenues per year. Several known sources of new revenue were omit-

ted from the committee's calculations because dollar amounts were too difficult

to estimate. Cities cannot count on but they do sometimes get extemely lucra-

tive grants from the federal government for such things as constructing a city

hall or purchasing a fire engine. More importantly, there is every reason to be-

lieve that the trend toward increased revenue sharing will continue. It is as cer-

tain as anything can be inpolitics that if Tennessee ever adopts a state income
tax or again increased the sales tax "these measures will pass only if accompanied

by sufficient increases in revenue sharing to win the support of local

governments. The state legislators with whom I have discussed this matter will

be greatly surprised if the cost of remaining unincorporated does not double in

the next ten years.

There is one political obstacle that must be overcome if Sewanee is to incor-

porate. We have an extraordinarily small tax base for a community our size.

Most of the property on the Domain is tax-free property owned by the Uni-

versity. The voters who own taxable property will rightly oppose and defeat any

attempt to incorporate the town so long as a municipal property tax is the only

way to make up the difference between the city's revenues from external sources

and its expenses. No one is going tocirculate a petition calling for a referendum

on incorporation until the University finds incorporation attractive enough to

pledge that, after incorporation, even though it legally does not have to, it will

continue to bear most of the financial burden of the town's municipal services.

This pledge need not, in fact probably would not, involve cash payments by the

University to the city government. The simplest and most economical arrange-

ment, one that would avoid the costly duplication of administrative structures,

would be for the University to agree to contract with the city to keep on provi-

ding police and fire protection and the rest of its current municipal services in re-

turn for whatever is left when therest of the city's expenses are subtracted from

its revenues.

Incorporation will not change the University's almost total domination of

Sewanee's economy. All of us, employees and students, leaseholders and ren-

ters, will be just about as dependent on the University as we have always been.

We wilt have a new democratic process for local decision-making, but the city

government's dependence on the University for financial support will give the

University a practical veto over any municipal proposal it opposes. Even so, the

city government will have a bit more real power than the present Community

Council.

My support of incorporation is not tied to any specific use of the money the

community will save. It may very well be that none of the savings will trickle

down to the residents in the form of higher salaries and wages and lower tuition

charges and rents and lease fees. It is altogether possible tha the entire savings

will have to go to reduce the University debt which has been growing at such an

alarming rate, This will still seem to me a much wiser course than simply re-

maining unincorporated and thereby leaving $50,000-pli.s per year that could be

ours to be divided by all the towns in Tennessee that were ready and incorpor-

ated when we entered the age of revenue sharing.

When the Editor asked me to write a piece in answer to Dr. Henry Arnold's

article in this same issue, I felt honored; yes, even after discovering that when
Whit called on me, he was reaching near the bottom of the barrel - some half

dozen others previously invited having declined the appointment.

Without having read or listened to any arguments on the subject of incorpor-

ating our village, I still felt equal to the task. And my confidence lay not so

much in my conceit as in the knowledge of the unalterable mandate under which

we "live and move and have out being" on this domain of the University of the

South.

This mandate issues from the Declaration of the Founders of the University

at their meeting on Lookout Mountain July 6, 1857, and the Charter the State

of Tennessee granted the University on January 6, 1858. The Declaration reads:

The University shall in all its parts be under the sole and per-

petual direction of the Protestant Episcopal Church, repre-

sented through a Board of Trustees.

The Charter contains much the same language and also authorizes the University

to "hold and possess. ..not to exceed 10,000 acres," which is approximately the

extent of the domain today.

How foresighted the Founders were is evident 120 years later in the present

effort to have the University surrender a portion of its sovereignty that the

community might enjoy (?) a greater share of democracy. Space does not

permit the disputation of the predicted advantages of political rule versus the

benign rule of the University administration, but no gain for the University has

yet been suggested that would justify the Trustees in renouncing the trust they

received from the Founders (even if the Charter could be amended). And that

precisely is what they would do if they relinquished to any subdivision of

government any share in the administration of the domain or of the University,

and it is self-evident that the two cannot be separated.

Even if the University's dominance in the municipality assured it a veto

power, little imagination is required to anticipate the almost inevitable conflicts

that would ensue between the administration and the "city fathers—and

mothers," thus consuming time and money urgently needed to maintain the Uni-

versity.

I have heard the University casually characterized as a "feudal lord" or

likened to an industry running a "company town." The Fact-Finding

Committee (which incidentally did a superb job tells us, in the title to its report-

to LET THE FACTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES. That is exactly what I

would do rather than attempt to characterize the nature of the place where we
live. The facts are that Sewanee is unique. If there is another college

community in the U.S. that is not incorporated, I don't know of it. There is not

another liberal arts college in the U.S. owned by the Episcopal Church. To my
knowledge, there is no other college community in which it is difficult for one

to live within two or three miles of the campus proper without living on

university land. Undoubtedly different ones of these characteristics find favor

with different residents—perhaps all with some and none with others. The point

is that Sewanee is a most unusual place that successive generations have survived,

most of them loving it, for over 100 years.

It is certainly conceivable that some persons place a high priority on owning

the land on which they live; that others enjoy the participation in municipal

affairs that cannot be had in Sewanee. Many, on the other hand, are happy to

find one place in the country that is free of the evils common to so many muni-

cipal governments, a place which has not yet lost all identity with the "Arcadia"

of Will Percy's LANTERNS ON THE LEVY.

Some have suggested that we would be better off by $50,000 annually if we
incorporated. I fail to find this prediction adequately substantiated by the Fact-

Finding Committee's Report (but, if true, it would still be a bad bargain and a

worse gamble). Indeed, as I read it, the Committee's report is quite to the

contrary. It says: After studying and analyzing all the information assembled

with respect to incorporation, the Fact-Finding Committee unanimously

concluded that, without the consent, goodwill, large annual donation, free- of-

charge facilities for the offices and the equipment of the city, and a substantial

capital investment gift of the University, incorporation would be impracticable.

To this resident it seems grossly impracticable for the University to give these

things. And it is highly questionable that many residents would have it do so for

the meager benefits that might accrue to them. After all the University is the

sole reason we are here.

Finally, before the Trustees or Regents take any step designed to garner

money from the federal, state or county government, let them take notice of the

fate of other independent colleges that have succumbed to such temptation.
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JBtO - JiOgOB Lost Cove
Blantan Miller

Eric Juengst

A tittle over a mile due
south of the Quadrangle lie

thousands of acres that greet

the eye with timeless comfort.

It's the comfort of a valley

deprived of man's progress. A
sea of trees thriving in a lonely

gulf called Lost Cove.
Needless to say, penetrating

this enchanted 1 area is welt

worth the effort. One place to

start is the stream behind the

Market, "Depot Branch,"
which has been slowly chiseling

back the top of the cove for

centuries. The stream drops off
the escarpment about 400
meters north of Point
Disappointment. (Point

Disappointment is a

disappointment in that, while

it is one of the best places to

feel the overall energy of the

cove, it is generally inaccessible

to the public. The Cape of

Good Hope, however, just

across the Barnes Branch
ravine, holds hope as a great

lookout over the valley.)

Just as Depot Branch, which
got its name from the Sewanee
railway depot (when that
railway was vital to Sewanee's
life), begins its descent, the
water merges with the outflow
of the Sewanee Sewage
Treatment Plant. Beyond this,

the air is tinged with the

noxious effluent of the plant.

The water turns a grey-green

color, and bubbles persist along

the bank, building up as it

goes along to a thick foam.

According to Mr. Charles

Terrill, the manager of the

plant, in times of drought the

stream dries up and only the

outflow of the sewage plant

follows the path into Lost

Cove. During extremely rainy

periods, the tremendous
increase in drainage taxes the

plant's system to the point that

relatively raw sewage flows

directly into the cove.

Although this process has gone

on for years, it is

going to be changed in the near

future; a new sewage plant is

well on the way to reality. As
soon as the plant is built,

according to Mr. Terrill, the

outflows will be "better than
drinking water standards."
(The political and social

ramifications of the new
sewage plant are important for

the community. As plans are

finalized, we hope to deal with
the subject in our column).

The ecosystem of the
polluted stream, however,
incorporates a variety of

interesting organisms in its own
right. Tiny scarlet nematodes
energetically wriggle through
the sewage, oblivious to the
insects above or the healthy
annelid worms below. Algae
and plant growth are also

abundant in the water; they
thrive on the high nutrient

content of the stream despite
its, to human eyes,
uninhabitable appearance.

As the stream tumbles down
the wall of the cove, this

condition is gradually left

behind. The endless filtering

and regenerating process that

the stream goes through over
the stones and through the
many small sinks on its route is

almost an ideal method for

dealing with the sewage. Erma

Faculty Invited To "Our House"

There are many people on
campus who would like to see

the rebirth of a hundred-year-
old tradition-Sunday night
visits at professors' homes.
Will , Amy Vanderbilt could
have warned us that the faculty
might get weary of more than
one hundred years of
unreciprocated invitations.

In a first step towards
proper etiquette, Johnson Hall
hosted a reception honoring
the entire faculty and spouses
of the College of Arts and
Sciences, as well as the thirteen

matrons, the Deans of the

College, and representatives of
various administrative

departments.
The reception was held on

Monday , September 19,

between 4 and 5:30 pm. Sarah

Jackson, proctor of Johnson,
said she was "very pleased with

the turnout. One-hundred
twenty-five formal invitations

were issued. Only about forty

faculty members were unable
to attend."

Among those who did
attend were all of the Deans,
the Vice-Chancellor, Mrs.
Chitty, professors from every

academic department,and all of

the matrons.

Despite telephone company
excavation of the front yard

and the lack of martinis, the

event was a success. Both the

guests and the women of

Johnson Hall appeared to

enjoy this attempt to reopen
student-faculty social ties.

a dog, drank the water
aggressively at this point and
has shown no visible signs of

As the stream progresses, its

descent becomes steeper; the
water swirls and cascades
through sunlight and over
boulders crusty with lichen.

With limestone abundant in the
area, one would expect the

variety of water-carved rock
formations that are in the
cove. Beautifully sculpted
stones and fascinating little

caves are scattered all in and
around the stream. A good
example of this lies on the
right bank, just after the
stream bed has flattened for 4
about 500 meters. This hole
was once a sink for the stream,

but has since been plugged, and
is relatively dry. Standing
inside, one can hear the gurgle

of water drainage below and
see the sky, framed by polished

rock and the luminous green

of the ever -reaching plants

above. Common Tennessee
cave salamanders live here,

rich orange amphibians,

sprinkled with ebony spots. A
little way downstream three

ribbons of water fall out of the
rock to the left. This water is

still polluted; it comes directly

from the upstream portion
through a separate vein.

Soon the stream, which has
become Lost Creek, enters an

area of sink holes. In the dry

season it dips in and out of the

(cont. on p. 9)

SEWANEE UNION THEATRE
UNIVERSITY AVENUE, SEWANEE

SHOWS AT 7:30 P.M. NIGHTLY

TUES.&WED.(27&28Sept.)

WXOY DW£ TCNr CARCL FWJ. JW^T 9€LLEY OfiST0*€H COLLEEN
AUfN KEATON ROBERTS KWC SW0N MARGCLN 0LWLL YtfLKcN CEWHJRST

'ANNIE HALL'

(pc| United Artntt

THURS. - SAT. (29 SEPT. - 1 OCT.)

"Islands in

the Stream"
iPCt-g-

SUN.&MON.

(2&30CT.)

19
mtBt TUES.&WED.

(4 & 5 OCT. )

The
Other
Side of
Midnight
THURS. - SAT.

(6-8 OCT. )
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Jptc, ®tb or Joggerel

Perusing th

the Odyssey

gh my Homer the other morning, I happened
in the Phaiakian episode of the eighth book of

for they .
.

...

their lips the ways of life

.._. to the poets-honor and awe-
dearest to the Muse who puts upon

Upon mentioning this passage to my learned friend Pedanticus

(a retired professor of the Classics department nearing his one
dred and twenty-sixth year), the ancient sage suggested that

ner's criterion of civilization was a given society'sesteemfor
Poesy. I thought little more on the matter until late the next
morning when I espied Pedanticus making his way up my garden
path with an agitated step.

Pedanticus informed me that he had just discovered on campus
e origin of the Rumour besmirching the sweet

disposition of Poesy (the very Rumour I exposed in the

SEWANEE PURPLE last issue- J.While in Woods Lab (that

modern monstrosity and architectural travesty of French
Rennaisance style), in the midst of a profound discussion on the

nature of Truth with a displaced person (the Philosophy

professor*), Pedanticus suddenly heard the strange echoe of feet

scurrying through the sterile corridors. He stuck his ancient,

white head out of the office door just in time to see Rumour
(with toungue aflame and black hair flying) and her pack of

scabby, rabid, tattered siblings ("Distress and Distraction, War
and Battle, Murder and Slaughter, Feud, Lawlessness, and
Madness," Pedanticus assured me upon referring to his Hesiod)

disappear suddenly behind the corner dispersing dark, oppressive

fumes that lingered and crept under a nearby classroom door.

'It was really most unusual," Pedanticus muttered. I couldn't

help agreeing and we returned to our topic of the

morning before--the inevitable decadence of the Sewanee
academic community brought on by its lack of esteem for the

sweet art of Poesy

.

Edgar Allen Poetaster

I entreat every inspired bard and aspiring rhymester to drop
his epic, ode, or doggerel, etc. (even that degenerate, modern
form, vers Ubre) into the S.P.O., box number 714, for possibl

publication in the SEWANEE PURPLE.

HIS city, where Solomon's seal is no rhizome

But a street's pipe, turns back root, breaks and blossoms

In dream while you with the red love of seraphims

Sleep to be bom, where corn rivals telephone

Poles with fibers vibrant with no voice

But yellow, digressing to the seed of your childhood.

Now sonless you descend to a stable dark of wood

With a wing grey, yet give the leaves no choice

But to open their palms, expose a lineage

Longer than the Daughters of the American Revolution.

But is life the next image to the next, a common

Tongue confused by a tense of normalcy, a linkage

To mailmen, gossip, thuds of morning news like thunder?

A wall away from a garden bed, you wake and wonder.

CLAUDE BARBRE

A Modest History of Graffiti
Mike Edington

Chris Stuart

Graffiti at Sewanee in

dormitory and classroom bath-
rooms is often amusing,
sometimes offensive, occasion-
ally profound, but always
present. And the real graffiti

artist will tell you that he is

not a vandal, but rather the
modern inheritor of an ancient
tradition—writing on walls.

Graffiti is the plural form of
the noun graffito, meaning
"an inscription or drawing
made on a rock or wall."
The first known graffito was
found in the famous Tolietian
caves of southern France.

Some scholars speculate
that Neanderthal man created
graffiti following his discovery

of fire. Bringing a burning
branch into his soft sand-
stone cave, this primitive man
probably tested the properties

of the fire by thrusting his

hairy hand into the flames.

Screaming like a banshee, the

Neanderthal slammed his huge
fist into his wall, hollering the

primal expletive, from which
all subsequent expletives

evolved. The dent left in the

wall was graffito; Neanderthal ,

saw it, and it was good.
As man crept out of the!

caves and onto the Grecian
plains, the craft of graffiti

was conveyed from bard to

ancient bard, culminating in

the Epic Graffiti of Homer
(who refused to use his last

name.) Among those early

toilet scrolls, scholars find

such representative graffiti

as "Diomedes breaks horses,"

"Paris is a wimp," and "Priam
wets his bed." Yet the compel-
ling question remains
unanswered: How did Homer
have time to write all this

before someone walked in?

Scholars suggest that since
classical "little boys' rooms"
did not have walls, there
was a need for poets and
minstrels who were paid to
stand reciting their graffiti to

the enthroned king.

The Dark Ages brought the

general decline of learning and
the liberal arts, which survived

only through the selfless

efforts of countless anonymous
monks who lived secluded in

the monastaries of Europe.

They painstakingly copied by

hand the great texts of the

ages. This gave modern man
two things: a surviving record

of early thought, and volumes

of very earthy descriptions of

the innermost thoughts of a

monk's mind as he spent his

life copying books and living

in secluded cells all alone.

Monastaries from Sweden to

Bulgaria are filled with scrib-

bled-upon doors, ceilings, and

floors. Some of the most
informative commentaries were

left to us by a 13th century

Armenian monk known as

Brother Xerox. His writings

ranged from his reaction to the

vows of poverty, chastity, and
humility, to fascinating

theories of the geneology of

the Pope.

The Renaissance
illuminated the dark halts of

Europe through the efforts of

one man, Leonardo. Leonardo
left his works among the great

works and crowned heads

of Europe, offering modern
great insights into his

thinking. From these historical

documents we now have

derived new theories and ex-

planations as to the nature of

Mona Lisa's ambiguous smile.

With the arrival of Mother
Liberty in 1776, graffiti

artists had their rights legally

sanctioned under the First

Amendment to the ConstitT?

tion. Graffiti in the 20th
century, however, has lost

much of the brilliance of

such masters as Leonardo and
Homer. With the Industrial

Revolution, mechanization,

and the spread of literacy,

graffiti spread to the masses.

Though no longer the exclusive

property of great minds, as

evidenced by much of the
inane scrawling on Sewanee
walls, some brilliance

remained. Marx inscribed his

famous "religion is the opiate

of the masses" maxim above

the paper towel dispenser in

the basement of Canterbury

Cathedral.

Graffiti has, like all things,

changed with the times.
Indeed, graffiti has deteriora-

ted to the level of gross
obscenity and inane vulgarity.

Despite frequent attempts
to regain the heroism of
earlier ages, modern graffiti

is best characterized by its

usage at Sewanee. Its main
thrust is the determination
of who did (or is doing) what
with whose mother/sister/aunt
or Irish Setter.

It is sad to realize that we
are exposed only to the

limited, constrained realities-

no "words of prophets written

on subway walls"!

THC LlOn ffllR

-FEATURING-

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH SEAL
IN NEEDLEPOINT

POTTERY * CANDLES * PLANTS * BASKETS
SILVER JEWERLY * NEEDLEWORK

MACRAME EQUIPMENT
* WOOD AND STUFFED TOYS *

HOURS 12:30 to 5:00 PM
TUESDAY through SATURDAY

MONTEAGLE

FLORIST

MONTEAGLE, TENNESSEE

PHONE: 615/942-2320

NIGHTS AND HOLIDAYS

924-2321 OR 924-2511

MONTEAGLE
SUPERMARKET
Moateagte Dairy Queen

<3>
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AT WHIT'S END
The Honor System is nearing its one-hundredth year of

service at Sewanee. The endurance of this "most cherished and

most characteristic" institution implies that students

throughout the history of this university have (at least

theoretically) chosen to maintain and uphold a system of

honor built upon the integrity of the individual and upon his

ability to interpret and understand the ideal of honor.

Honor is most assuredly respected by and expected of each

student at Sewanee, but I have serious doubts as to the

legitimacy of the Honor Code in light of serious weaknesses in

the current approach to the 'enforcement of honor.' I feel

that these weaknesses have resulted in an increasing lack of

respect for the Honor System's viability by professors and

students alike and has also done much to alienate the students

from the mysterious processes of honor as performed by the

Honor Council.

The Honor Code of the University of the South includes a

statement that presents to me the most basic problem inherent

in any enforcement of honor (and especially in our system's

procedures): ".
. . no code can adequately define honor: honor

is an ideal and an obligation." The Honor Council is faced with

the momentous task of deciding and defining standard traits

of the ideal of honor upon which to base judgements of

dishonor. Four very vague and interpretable areas of concern

have therefore been selected as criteria for breach of honor,

and a very severe penalty has been singularly selected by the

Honor Council to deal with an such infractions: ".
. . an

honorable person shall not lie or cheat or steal, and shall not

break his promise without just cause." These four qualities in a

person sound nice and no doubt make up a great part of the -

essence of honor in a philosophical sense, but there is no

further description or elaboration provided by the Honor Code

to dearly establish the extent and degree to which these

stipulations of honor apply to student life in the

determination of possible infraction by the Council.

The interpretation of initial allegations of dishonor by the

three member executive committee of the Honor Council has

been influenced by the severity of sentence for those found

guilty of any such allegation. It therefore appears that the

Council reviews all possible cases retrospectively. It is the

consequence of penalty that determines whether an event

deserves to be judged as dishonorable and not the nature of

event considered primarily in its own right (or in respect to

some precedented written statue clearly defining infraction of

honor.) The Honor Council is severely limited by this absolute

approach to the problems of dishonor.

Two seats on the Honor Council were vacant of petitions in

last year's elections. I was in charge of elections and was
persuaded by Council members to extend the deadline for

petitions another day in order for efforts to be made to fill

these twoembarrassingly empty seats. I aided in this politicking*^

and questioned certain people I considered reasonably

responsible and 'involved' in student affairs at Sewanee as to

why they did not seek these respected positions. They replied

that they did not enjoy the very real prospect of having to
remove fellow students from the University. I suppose they
were in essence saying that there were better ways of dealing
with problems of honor. These people (quite in favor of the
practice of honor in student life) saw the Honor Council as the
"doomsday dozen" whose role appeared to be not so much
the upholders of the ideals of honor as the hatchet men of
honor.

The problem of compulsory expulsion is compounded by
lack of precedent established in the decision making
procedures practiced by the Council. This lack of precedent
has given rise to acrimonious trial situations and to serious

questions concerning the constitutionality of the entire

Honor System. Each Honor Council case is tried before a
group of ten students (excluding the two prosecuting members
of the council) who make spontaneous decisions after

presentation of evidence without reference to comparable
case examples or other guiding principles with which to make
adequate evaluations. Minutes of all trials, whether the
accused is acquitted or determined guilty, are destroyed
within a matter of a very few weeks following trial. Thus,
there is no standing record of trials conducted by the Honor
Council and therefore no evidence of uniformity of procedure
in such aspects of trial as nature of evidence, deliberations,

etc. This leaves each trial to develop its own character, being

exposed to many variables ranging from personality

differences to the ability to articulate. A case in point can be

(cont. onp. 7)
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CAP AND GOWN: An Analysis
Barr Keener

For the past few years,

Sewanee has been producing,
according to student opinion, a
very poor CAP AND GOWN.
In a Student Life Committee
Poll taken last year, 40% of the
students were very dissatisfied

with the 1976 year book, 30%
dissatisfied, 11% had no opinion
opinion, 17% were simply
satisfied, and only a mere 2%
were very satisfied. From the
results of the poll, the CAP
ANDGOWNof that year has no
excuse. The yearbook, printed
supposedly for the Sewanee
students, was poorly
constructed and extremely
unsatisfactory.

Partially as a result of the
1976 CAP AND GOWN, the
SAFC (Student Activities
Finance Committee), according
to Phil Williams, did not grant

the substantial increase in

allocation requested last spring

by the staff of the '77 CAP
AND GOWN. The SAFC felt

the funds requested by the

CAP AND GOWN would best-

be used by other organizations

which were "proving
themselves worthy of an
increase in SAFC allocation"

which meant a decrease in the

CAP AND GOWN allocation.

This denial of extra funds by
the SAFC to the CAP AND
GOWN appeared to be a great

cut in funds as viewed by the

present CAP AND GOWN
staff. However, Phil said that

even though the SAFC budget
for the CAP AND GOWN was
slightly revised, an external
source of funds was not
been last year. Therefore, for
all appearance sake, the
allocation of the CAP AND
GOWN was substantially cut.

Also the SAFC thought the

CAP AND GOWN had not
attempted to come up with a
less expensive yearbook.

The CAP AND GOWN staff

presented the request for the

— in funds by simply
stating that their publisher had
raised the publishing cost. Yet
the CAP AND GOWN had not,
Phil claimed, shown any
initiative in attempting to
locate a new publisher, or to

cut the cost of publishing by
.other practical means.

Promised by the editor to
be an improvement over the '76

CAP AND GOWN, the '77"

book has by no means received
exuberant applause. Robert

Kiersey, assistant chaplain to
the University and Senior
Seminarian, informed
PURPLE of his complaint with
the previous '77 CAP AND
GOWN. He claimed it showed
"little overview of Sewanee
life" and that is simply
excluded the Christian aspect
of Sewanee to the point that

one would have difficulty

knowing that the University of
the South is owned by the
Episcopal Church and provided
funds from the South Eastern
Episcopal Diocese. The
Chaplaincy was ignored,
Robert observed, as was the
entire seminary life style. The
seminarian Faculty pictures
were excluded from the "77
CAP AND GOWN. In light of
the fact that the seminary gives
$800 for this book, this
complaint is well-justified. Mr.
Kiersey, however, has decided
to do more than complain ; he
has offered his time and efforts
to be the religious advisor for
this year's CAP AND GOWN

With the sin of his
forefathers upon him, Walter
Givhan, present editor of the
CAP AND GOWN, has great
hopes for this year*6 book. The
theme of the book, he told the
PURPLE, is to highlight
Sewanee 's past history and lead
into the Sewanee "now". He is
not going to piece the book
together in simply a free style
method, but he plans to have a
"definite form of layout "
Walter sees the book as an

"artistic endeavor but still

representative of the year."

Planning for "substantially less

party pictures," he hopes to

effectively cover all aspects of

Sewar.ee in a chronological
order through the year. Also,

he is planning on having

writing in accompaniment of
the pictures in order to carry

his theme through effectively.

Excited about his large staff,

Walter informed the PURPLE
of his great expectations of the

two assistant editors, Edward
Wilson and Sue Dewalt. With
the help of head photographer
Bill Wilcox, in whom Walter
sees great promise of
photographic creativity, better
quality pictures and special
effects are being planned.
Walter has also accepted
Robert Kiersey as his religious
advisor, in hopes of including
the large amount of Sewanee
Christian activity into the
Yearbook.

Another one of Walter's
efforts in improving the
yearbook was a change in

publishers. The CAP AND
GOWN has now gone with
Taylor Publishing Company,
which has a good reputation
in printing yearbooks.

Mentioning to thePURPLE
the fact that he is working with
a smaller budget than the

previous year, Walter stated

that he is unable to pay any of
his staff. He felt, if he was to

produce quality, he needed
the extra funding. Walter's

planning and work is worthy of
this extra allocation. The
PURPLE believes, however, the
SAFC can not budget him for
the present year, but only for
the following year. With all

probability, the University
students should be very
satisfied with this coming CAP
AND GOWN.
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NEWS ANALYSIS: Student Government Options Limited on Funding

Walter Givhan

No one can envy the stu-

dent government their present

financial position. Steve Jobe

and Nancy Bell, as heads of the

Order of Gownsmen and the

Delegate Assembly respective-

ly, have inherited a situation

which was not of their own
making and now have less than

$200 with which to operate
student government for this

year. It is indeed unfortunate,

for instead of being free to ad-

dress themselves to the numer-
ous issues and needs which
confront the student body this

year, the two organizations

must concentrate first on insur-

ing they will have the funds to

operate for the entire year.

Where will the funds come
from? This is the question
which has yet to answered by

anyone. The report submittted
to Vice-Chancellor Ayres by

Jobe and Belt lists three op-

tions available to student gov-

ernment in the face of exhaust-
ing their funds: (1) Student
government may be allowed to

cease operating in any effective

manner upon the exhaustion of

its funds. (2) Student govern-

ment may be granted the

Treasurer's permission to incur
another deficit, thereby presen-

ting the 1978-79 officers with

the same old song. (3) Student
government may be allocated,

from whatever source, an addi-

tional $180.00 for the 1977-78
fiscal year.

The first of these three op-

tions is really not a serious pos-

sibility because it is doubtful

that student government would
give up trying to function

because it could not xerox or

mimeograph all it wanted to.

The expenditures of student

government center around

communications of one sort or

another, and even if funds were

completely spent, one can still

envision the bodies of student
government carrying on busi-

ness verbally, and the secretar-

ies would probably be glad to

donate notebook paper to keep
minutes on (these would then

have to be read aloud at the

meetings instead of mimeo-
graphed and distributed). The
heads of the organizations

would, of course, have to make
oral reports to assemblies of

whatever students were inter-

ested enough to listen.

The second option may not
be an option at all. One has to

STUOfflT GOVEMIEM SHOfiT Of fUODS
(cont. from p. 1)

"we'll make it through the
semester."

The report also outlines the
recent financial history of stu-

dent government at Sewanee,
and 1976-77 was the first year
that the SAFC allocated funds

to student government. Prior

to that time, explained Jobe,

all expenditures had been
handled by the Office of the

Deans of Students.

According to the report, the
Office of the Deans of
Students informed student
government in the spring of
1976 that the cost of printing
was getting too high for their

budget. At that time former
speaker Billy Joe Shelton.
"pulled a number out of the
air," said Jobe, and requested
$150 from the SAFC.

The $150 was not enough
to cover the expenditures of
the OG and DA, and the

organizations received

permission to run a deficit, said

Jobe. Jobe does not feel that

funds were handled

irresponsibly.

In the spring of 1977,

student government requested

$600 in SAFC monies, part

of which was to cover the

deficit of that year, according

to the report. The SAFC
allocated $470. "We had
understood at the hearing that

the deficit would be taken

care of by another office,"

said Phil Williams, a member of

the SAFC. Williams said that

the $470 allocation was not

intended to cover the deficit.

"There is nothing the SAFC
can do now." added Williams.

Following procedure, the

Treasurer's Office took the

deficit out of this year's

allocation when no other
provision was made for paying

it.

The report estimates that

AT WHITS END
(cont. from p. 6)

offered here when a well known Honor Council chairman

sta stated a^ter Dem9 questioned on a matter of procedure

during a particularly sticky case: "I don't care about

procedure, I know he's guilty." This foundation in intuition

(particularly since the Honor Council is continually changing

membership) is dangerous and incompatible with the concept

of honor.
Furthermore, an appeal of sentence made by the accused

to the Vice-Chancellor can only be made on grounds of proce-

dure (other than parlimentarian consistencies), then there is

certainly no precedent for such an appeal.

I am very much in favor of an honor system at Sewanee

maintained by student support and confidence. I believe that

such a system can be instituted in a more consistent and justi-

fiable manner than as it presently operates. Instead of one

absolute penalty for each and every consideration of honor

code violation, a more graded penalization scale could be

written down in a statute form relative to specific infractions

citing specific forms of evidence necessary for a caseto be con-

sidered therefore allowing the Council more flexibility and

consistency of approach to the 'enforcement of honor'. A
great deal of the subjective nature in the interpretation of the

Code could be alleviated by such measure of increased specifi-

city. Perhaps a log or file of case histories for the sole use of

the members of the Council would serve as helpful reference in

the rendering of consistent and substantiated decisions. There

are other measures that may be taken as well to insure just

practice and uniform acceptance of the Honor System at

Sewanee. Until such measures are taken we will continue with

an Honor Council that serves primarily as an enforcement

agency with severity of penalty and elements of procedural

mystery as fellow students quietly disappear from the ranks,

not unscarred by their taste of intuitive but manditory honor.

"student government can
operate effectively and
efficiently during 1977-78 and
in the immediate future for

approximately $350.00 a year"

However, Jobe conceded that

"there is really no history or

precedent to base estimations

on." Student government!
officers indicated that in an

effort to cut costs, the $70
local phone service will be

discontinued, officers' names
will not be printed on the

stationery, and mimeographing
will be used instead of costlier

xeroxing whenever possible.

To the editor:

I wish to clarify the

statement made in your issue

of 9/20/77 regarding beer sales

at the Outside Inn. You quote
Dean Seiters as saying, "... the

decision to cancel the event
was Mr. Brown's own
decision." The truth is that

there was no decision to make:
any alchohol sold in specific

individual quantities without a
proper alchohol distribution

license is illegal, and any
attempt to justify the sale by
reworking the nature of the

transaction (in other words,

accepting a predetermined
"donation" for each quantity

"given away") is also illegal.

Our only alternative was to

impose a cover charge on
patrons of the Outside Inn
and distribute "free beer"
accordingly; however, this

procedure would discriminate
against patrons who do not
drink beer.

As things stand now, the

beer sales at the Outside Inn

appear to be indefinitely

suspended. But this is not

intended to mean that beer

consumption at the Outside

Inn is illegal. On the contrary,

we encourage our patrons to

bring in any alchoholic

beverage they please for their

own private consumption. We
refrigerate these beverages free

of cost, provide cups free of
cost, and sell mixers for a

minimal fee. Sewanee Arts

regrets the unavoidable
inconvenience caused by these

recently enforced beer
regulations, but, as always, we
will continue to provide the

Sewanee community with
weekend entertainment at the

Outside Inn.

Dear Editors,

Bravo for last week's fan-

tastic satire, "Psychology and
Religion." I was very

wonder if the Treasurer's office

would grant permission to run
a deficit for the second year in

a row, expecially at a time
when every expenditure is

being reevaluated in order to
cut costs. And Jobe and Bell

are right in seeing that this

would only put off the prob-
lem until it re-emerged at the
same time next year. At any
rate, deficit spending is not

popular with students, parents,

or administration these days.

The third option is not

clearly spelled out. It simply

says that needed money would
would be allocated from some
source (I am sure many people

would like to know where)
which is in reality asking the

University to find the money
and then give it to sttdent

government no strings attached.

This option is made to appear

the most feasible because of
the apparent undesirability of
the other two; however, arc the

other two options, especially

the first, real possibilities?

Regardless of what is done,
I am sure student government
will survive and continue oper-

ating this year at Sewanee.
However, such a dilemma as

this one has served a useful
purpose. Basically, it has

forced a re-examination of the

expenditures made by student
government, a second look

which has proved that a local

phone service (how much

LETTERS
impressed with the way*, the

satirist first picked such an

impossibly broad subject as

"Religion" and then blended it

so beautifully into the inco-
herent jungle of behavioristic

jargon. What's left when you
try to study "religious beha-

vior" while "concepts of spirit

or soul are ruled out"?
That's right, a column full of

different ways to say nothing,

and it takes quite a writer to

achieve such levels of absurdity

while filling up such space.

Fortunately for us, this satirist

does his job extraordinarily

well. I have seldom seen

behaviorism rendered so per-

fectly inept—as both a sci-

entific and a humanitarian

endeavor.
This paradoxical cultural

position given this new fad in

psychology—a sort of "no-

man's land," if you wil^

between the sciences and the

humanities—is brought about
by the satirist's writing style as

student government use did it

ever receive), stationary with
the names of the officers (what
purpose did that serve) and
much of the xeroxing that

went on were not frugal expen-

ditures of the available funds.

Jobe and Bell deserve credit for

realizing these wastes, and the

Office of the Deans of Stu-

dents deserves credit for put-

ting the student government
under the SAFC's financial

jurisdiction and thereby
insuring it would be fiscally

responsible to the students it

There remain opportunities

for improving the relationship

between the student govern-

ment and its funding. The
most obvious is officially desig-

nating a person or persons with
the responsibility of overseeing
the use of funds within the

organization. There has been
no such provision before be-
cause expenditures went un-

tabulated and unitemized
through the Office of the
Deans of Students. Most or-

ganizations have found it bene-
ficial to their operation to have
included such a position. I am
sure the SAFC would look
more favorably on an organiza-

tion which took its funding ser-

iously enough to do so, and
work-study help could
probably be used if available.

SEE RELATED NEWS
STORY, PG 1

well as his content. The
alias professor's totally

complete lack of any kind of
religious perception is com-
plemented perfectly by his

comical use of the English
language. Indeed, it was a
shining monument to satiric

incoherency.
To me, however, the highest

artistic achievement made
possible by this style was its

accurate rendition of the

pompous, sneering tone of a

condescending know-it-all.

The list of this work's

satirical excellencies could go

on and on, even down to the

persona's device of citing

prominent "authorities" (that

reference to B.S. Skinner, or

whoever, really cracked me
up!)

Please ask this excellent

comic writer to give us more of

the same. He really knows
how to entertain, while

perhaps even getting a mes-

sage across as well.

Yours,

Dean Taylor
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Interview With Provost Schaefer

New Provost, Dr. Arthur Schaefer

Jonathan Britten

"The biggest problem is get-

ting rid of the deficit, " ex-

plained Dr. Arthur Schaefer,
new Provost of the University.

Previously Associate Profes-

sor of Economics, Dr. Schaefer
faces an operating deficit of
about $500,000, the effects of

inflation, and various Univer-

sity and community concerns.

Dr. Schaefer replaces former
Provost Thad Marsh, who has

retained his faculty position as

an English Professor.

"One of the things I've been
trying to do is get people to

work together," Dr. Schaefer

reflected, calling his new posi-

tion "more of a coordinating

office than anything else."

Last February as a member
of the joint faculty Budget Pri-

orities Committee, he helped

Lockard Plans Busy Retirement
Laurie Fowler

Many freshmen enter

German 101 in awe of Professor

Thad Lockard. They've

already heard the stories about
the widely travelled Italian und

German teacher who can clnim

Robert Frost, C. S. Lewis, iind

J. R. R. Tolkien as

drinking companions. They've
listened to upperclassmen
speak of his home, Wienerwald
(Vienna Woods), and the

international treasures it holds.

They've been told of Herr
Lockard's skill on the dance
floor and his love of the polka
and the waltz.

Herr Lockard never lets his

students down. As the years
pass, he has more and more
stories of his eleven years in

Europe to share. Now that
Wanderlust has struck him
again, he plans to return to the
Continent to visit old friends

and places he hasn't seen since

the end of World War II. He'll

get his chance this summer
after his retirement from the

University in May. He plans to

catch a Polish ship to Vienna
via Warsaw and Brussels. Then
he'll travel throughout
Scandinavia.

Herr Lockard first

journeyed to Europe on a

freighter in the summer after

his freshman year at Ole Miss.

While at sea, he scraped
rust off the deck of the ship

but he was free to explore the

ports when the freighter

docked. On that trip he saw his

first opera, "Faust", in Paris.

He remembers Bremen

:

"Scores of unemployed men
lined up by the railroad shacks
on cold, rainy nights. The men
would ransack the garbage
dumped off the ships as they

MAKE

came in to port. Only t

who saw the poverty and
hunger of Bremen in 1931 could

have some comprehension of

why a civilized nation like

Germany could accept the

horror of Nazism. Barbaric as it

was, Nazism offered them
food, jobs and eventually,

national pride."

He returned to Ole Miss to

get his BA in English and
French. In 1935 he traveled to

Italy as an exchange student.

He attended the German

Olympic games in 1936 where
he saw Hitler turn sour as

Jessie Owen, an American
Black man, won four gold

medals.

Back in the states, in 1937,

he attended Harvard graduate

school. He was a tutor and
English instructor in the

Adams House. There he met
Robert Frost, who was
"Fellow of American
civilization."

"We hit it off well," Herr

Professor Thaddeus Lockard

Lockard recalls. "He would
bring his shepherd Gilly with

him to my rooms, and we
would talk for hours. At the
time, I was preparing to join

the Episcopal church. Frost

was an agnostic, and he tried to

persuade me not to join an
ecclesiastical institution. Early
one morning, at about 2:30,
we were sitting around the fire;

Mr. Frost was pouring his third

libation. He told me he had an
idea for a poem about our
religious arguments. So I got
him a piece of paper and he
began writing." The poem is

entitled "I would Give All to
Time," and it can be found in

any Frost anthology.

In 1939 he was awarded a
traveling scholarship to
Oxford, to study the poet
Shelley. On that trip he saw
Hitler again, at. the Wagner
festival in Bayreuth, two weeks
before the outbreak of World
War II. Herr Lockard hurried

back to England and was in

London during the first

Thanks to a flattering

recommendation from Mr.
Frost, Herr Lockard received
an ensign's commission from
the Navy. He landed in

Normandy three weeks after
D-Day. He served as a naval
civil affairs officer in Brittany,
his "favorite part of France."

Herr Lockard was in

England when the war ended.
"I remember sitting on the
curb at Kensington gardens,
watching the sun rise We were

(con t. on p. 12)

prepare a critical report of the

University budget. Now acting

as what former Provost Marsh
called the "ex-officio Vice-

Chancellor of the University

corporation". Dr. Schaefer

faces problems "both academic
and financial". His responsibil-

ities include determining ten-

ure of faculty members, bud-
geting curricula, and communi-
ty concerns such as incorpora-

tion and fire and police de-

partment operation

The University operating

deficit has aroused increasing

student concern as tuition

rates continue to climb, rising

from $4300 to $4640 this

year, and increase of 7.8%.

"I expect they will continue
increasing," Dr. Schaefer said,

citing infaltion, soaring utility

rates, sluggish endowment
investment returns, and deficits

incurred from Emerald-

Hodgson Hospital, the Sewanee
Academy, and the Sewanee
Inn.

Emerald-Hodgson has run

deficits since it opened its

doors in 1976. Said Dr.

Schaefer: "We will try to
get as efficient an operation
out there as we can. I think

we have perhaps done that

with (new Hospital

Administrator) Ken Lacy."
Mr. Lacy said that "within
18 to 20 months Emerald-
Hodgson should be working in

the black." The Hospital
ran a deficit of about $80,000
in fiscal 1976.

The Sewanee Academy,
part of the University
corporation, has also been
running in the red. Dr.

Schaefer expressed hope that

new Headmaster Donald Wells

can reverse this trend.

"As you know, the stock

market is in the doldrums,

"

said Dr. Schaefer in

explaining the iow returns
on University endowment
investments. And as utility

rates climb and gas supplies

dwindle, Dr. Schaefer said he
expects "cooler classrooms and

dormitories" this year. Last
year's gas shortage compelled
dormitory temperatures to be
dropped to 60 degrees, and
classrooms to a chilly 50.

The University has struggled
with the foundering Sewanee
Inn for several years, and
in 1975 following a $58,000

(cont. on p. 12)
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ground several times, sinking
abruptly through rounded
stones, and * emerging
haphazardly from under

boulders.

evokes,

quickly

Lost Creek now passes

increasing numbers of cut

trees, left where they have
fallen because of the difficulty

of removing them from the

ravine. A logging road, merging
with the stream, quickly leads

to a newly established logging

camp on the bank. The camp
has evidently* from the

rounded pyramids of dust and
chips that serve as its

backdrop, been there several

months. The sharp odor of

rotting wood permeates the

clearing, and stacks of lumber
line the borders.

From here the stream

parallels the logging road

,

which leads to the widened
valley floor before it branches

off up to the right. The rich

soil of this floor produces

healthy growth in both the

wild and cultivated fields here.

Beside the cornfields, in the

shade of the first oaks on the

slope, several stills can be seen.

From their dismantled and

corroded condition, the hope
of a new batch seems slim.

Looking across the

spreading valley to the west,

the mouth of Jump-off Cove
yawns. Its waters merge with

Lost Cove at the south end of

the valley. In that direction, a

heavy mist hangs above the

valley, just at escarpment level.

Before the mist, however, a

small knoll rises out of the

cornfields, crowned with an

abandoned farmhouse. They
say a woman is seen at the

black windows at certain times

of the year, and they say she

had a sad life. Thev don't say

much else. Another story

about the house concerns a
man with a pronounced love of

privacy and a double barrelled

shotgun.
By this time, swollen by the

twelve streams which
constitute the whole watershed
from Lost Cove and Jump Off
Cove, Lost Creek has a swift

and strong current. It cuts a
deep gully through the loamy
soil. An ominous mist filters

over the low countryside,

underlining the sense of
anticipation that the

unharnessed stream

The valley floor is

coming to an end, the rising

ground is visible through the

trees; but the forceful stream

seems to be headed just

towards this ascending slope.

The creek swirls around one

more curve in its winding
course, and is gone. The stream
runs directly into a vertical

face of stone. The soil around
this dead end is rich with
decomposing debris strained
from the water over the years.

Any small bits swirling slowly
in the current soon disappear.
The name "the Big Sink" gives

an image of a wide pool, but
instead the current vanishes
into the ground with no side
effects. Only a sourceless

muted roar gives a clue to the

water's subterranean escape.

While exciting, swimming in

this pool could prove quite
unhealthy.

This sink is the reason
behind Lost Creek's name, and
the land directly following the
sink is responsible for the name
Lost Cove. At this point a ridge

rises from the valley floor,

cutting off Lost Cove from the
outside world. This ridge is

called the Saddle, and is

heavily forested, making it easy
to lose one's way out of the

On the other side of the

Saddle, the water that vanishes

in the Big Sink comes out of

the mouth of popular Lost

Cove Cave. The water from the

Big Sink emerges in the

breakdown area at the back of

the cave and flows 2,200 feet

through the cave channel and
out the mouth, where it

becomes Crow Creek. Because
of the overhang above the

mouth of the cave, the

entrance to the Lost Cove Cave
system is known as Buggy Top
Cave. This entrance is "one of
the most impressive cave
mouths in the state," according
to T. C. Barr, author of
CAVES OF TENNESSEE. It is

100 feet wide, 80 feet high, and
is set in an overhanging bluff of
140 feet. "The cave stream
cascades down from the mouth
and drops 40 feet in less than
100 yards." Drinking this water

SMOOTH SOUND OF MARK ALMOND

the i

Johnny Almond for six or

seven years now, it is perhaps

out of place for me to even

comment on the music itself.

I maintain, however, that the

music Saturday night (like the

music on the albums) was
superb. I am sure, if you were

not already familiar with the

low-key progressive jazz rock

of the Mark Almond Band,

that you were at least

pleasantly surprised. Their

music has a compositional

consistency that is perhaps

redundant; I think, however,

that it is mostly a point of

distraction. The lyrics were

simple and straightforward,

which, according to the

composers themselves, is the
best way to convey their

stories.

Aside from a few minor
disappointments, like a late

start and the audience's

inability to see Jon Mark's face

at the start, the performancewas

technically sound. I ne
excellent quality of the sound,
which the band commended
tightly, can be attributed to

qualified engineers. The
volume level was not

shattering as in some previous

Guerry concerts. It put the
music across smoothly and
inoffensively. I spoke with the
band members after the show,
who seemed at least as pleased
with their performance as the

crowd. The concert was well-
received during and afte»

.

' On Saturday, October l.an canvas or tables for sculptu

art festival will be hosted on baked goods, e

the lawn of the Sigma Nu Ail types of entries j

house. Display space will be encouraged. For mc
provided consisting of wire information or for an entry

frames for works on paper/ blank, please contact Rue
Morrison.

is not advisable. Every member
of a fraternity caving
expedition that did drink it

some years ago came down
with dysentery! Was it the bat

droppings or was it the sewage?
The fraternity members said

the taste was nothing
extraordinary, so the source of

the disease is still unknown.
After the Lost Cove Cave

system. Crow Creek continues

peacefully out into the Crow
Creek Valley, towards
Sherwood. The stream here is

bordered by the homes and
fields of residents.

Sherwood Road and the

Nashville, Chattanooga and

St. Louis Railway are seen as

the cove opens up into Crow
Creek Valley. A logger by

trade, Mr. John Simmons has

been long established with his

family beside Sherwood road

at the cove mouth. He has

made his living from Lost

Cove most of his life, and is

one of the best authorities on

the area. When asked about the

cove, Mr. Simmons replied,,

"There ain't a place I ain't

been with a dog or a log up in

there. I've been packed out of

there two times; once a mule

kicked me, and another time a

snag fell on me."

In the upper region of Lost Cove {above), the

water is greyish-green with bubbles increasing

with successive turbulence.

At the "Big Sink" (right), the stream runs direct- **»'

ly into a vertical face of stone with decomposing
debris constantly building.

WEEKENDS 6-11

WEEKDAYS 6-10

924-2268

CHARCOAL SIRLOIN STRIP

SALAD BAR

CHOICE OF POTATO $4.95

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED
COUNTRY HAMS AND HOT BISQUITS

-- STEAKS --

SLICED HICKORY SMOKED BBQ AND RIBS

SERVED WITH CORN FRITTERS

SUNDAY BUFFET LARGE PARTY ROOM SEATING 200

10 SPECIALTY SHOPS NEXT DOOR FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE.

OLD COUNTRY STORE _ HIGHLAND RIM BOUTIQUE

HOLE IN THE MIDDLE

COUNTRY BOY

THE WOOD SHED
The GLASS HOUSE

THE SPORTS NICHE

POTTER'S WHEEL

FINE WINES AND LIQUORS - DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

VILLAGE WINEo^SPIRITSHOPPE

WINES AND SPIRITS

iMEXTDOOR TO SMOKEHOUSE RESTAURANT

PHONE 924-2288

OLD COUNTRY STORE DELI
NEXT DOOR TO THE VILLAGE WINE AND SPIRIT SHOPPE

PARTY SNACKS SPECIALITY ITEMS MIXES CHEESES SANDWICHES

SPECIAL-MILLER. SCHLITZ, BUDWEISER, LITE 7 OZ BOTTLES 8PAKS1.88

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR FREE 7oz BEER
WITH PURCHACE OF SANDWICH ON HOAGIE BUN.
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fllrfe ^tfsmtt Jhtrple SPORTS

Sideline Sdots
Jeanne Dortch *^* ^>*

Sewanee's football and soccer teams seem to share a

common problem in early season play—the inability to score.

This glaring incompetence on the part of both teams thus

far, could project a gloomy forecast on the freshly opened

seasons, unless one recognizes some strong point of the teams.

The defensive squad of the football team has been forced

to occupy the field for the major portion of the playing time.

Such extensive playing, without immediate positive reinforce-

ment leads to inevitable exhaustion and low spirits. Neverthe-

less, the defense has kept Millsaps and Hampden- Sydney

to scores within range of an offensive comeback, if only such

a performance by the offense would ever occur.

Despite losses in Baltimore, the soccer players contend

that they played well as a team, especially considering that

they faced some of the finest teams in the East. Although

they never managed to put the ball in the goal, they were

successful in preventing their opponents from capturing easy

victories.

Perhaps we can look to the forthcoming soccer and football

games with a glint of optimism by acknowledging the defen-

sive efforts of the teams, and hope that improved offensive

i just a matter of more time and practice.

The Southeastern Intercollegiate Canoe Championships
are slated for this coming weekend, Oct. 1 and 2, on the

Catawba River in NOrth Carolina. The Sewanee Canoe Team
has dominated this event for the past 5 or 6 years. But, it is

rumored that competition will be stiffer this year, as the num-
ber of teams participating has greatly increased. Bringing

home the Southeastern Championship might require greater

effort and ability on the part of the Sewanee paddlers than it

has in the past.

Any women interested in joining the gymnastics team is

encouraged to attend workouts on Mondays and Thursdays
from 7:00—9:00 in the small gym. Prior experience or know-
ledge is not required, only current interest and enthusiasm.

A group of women put great effort into retaining gymnastics
«s a varsity women's team, and support of all women on
campus is required to maintain our vanity sports.

Run, Swim, and Paddle
Rose Mary Drake

How fast can you swim
a mile, run four miles and then
paddle eight miles? The
answer to this question became
a grueling reality last Satur-
day for several tough Sewanee
competitors. The course of the
2nd annual Nantahala Sports-
man's Triathalon began with a
swim along a buoyed one-mile
triangle of Nantahala Lake. A
four-mile run on a section of
roads winding through the
mountain country of No th
Carolina followed the swim.
Then tne race concluded wth
an eight-mile river run in open
canoes, on a six-mile
water and a two-mile flatwater
section of the Little Tennessee
River.

Sewanee competitors not
onlv completed the race which
m Hself' was an accomplish-
ment, but placed well in
several divisions. Dr. Hugh
Caldwell won 2nd place in the
Master's Open class with a total

time of 2.3:47, only one
minute short of the winning
time. Frank Marchman took

an admirable 7th place out of
a field of 34 in the men's open
class, with a time of 2.27:14.
Scott Tulley and Angus
Graham took impressive 13th
and 14th places with respective

times of 2.34:36 and 2.35:35.
Charlie Orr placed 28th with a

total time of 2.55:25.
Sewanee fielded the only

two women's teams which
participated in the relay comp-
etition. The team of Ramona
Doyle, swimmer, Joanie Harris,
runner, and Cathy Potts,
paddliT, took first place while
Jenifer Ray, swimmer, Peggy
Barr, runnei, s»<2 Carlin
Powers, paddler, placed

In men's relay competition,
the team of Phil Hejl,
swimmer, Kevin Harper,
runner, and Ed V'eatherby,
r"Mdler. captured third place
Sewanee's other men's team of
til v» are, swimmet , Bobby
Jeffs, runner, and Frank
Marchman, paddler, placed a
respectable fifth.

(cont. on p. 11)

Sewanee's PetB Samaras and Grayson Hall stop a Hampden Sydney ball-carrier in a game which

demanded extensive defensive playing from the Tigers

Hampden Sydney Thrashes Sewanee
By Jonathon Horn threats to score — only

The Sewanee Tigers opened did they penetrate deeper than
the 1977 season by being shut the Hampden Sydney 40 yard
out 22-0 by Hampden Sydney, line. The Tigers accumulated
Sewanee made no serious a meager 38 yards rushing.

First Down Pen.
Total First Downs
Rushing
Passing

Total offense
Passing A/C/I
Fumbles/Lost
Penalties

Punting Average

Haipden Sydne

MILLSAPS HOLDS TIGERS SCORELESS
and to give the quarterbacks
pass protection. Quarterbacks
Mark Lawrence and Tom Clarn
were hounded all aft- moon
by Millsaps defensive front,
iii. their three interceptions
and multiple sackings prove.
They rarely had time to

John Mm
This past weekend the Se-

wanee football team travelled

to Jackson, Mississippi, to face

its secons non-conference
opponent, the Millsaps Majors.
Despite efforts by the coaching
staff to generate a viable

Offensive attack (after last

week's miserable showing), the
Tiger's offense was again held
scoreless in a 16-0 defeat.

The Tiger's defense
continued its hardnosed,
aggressive play, holding the
Majors to one touchdown
in each half (a safety
accounted for the final two
points). Although the
infamous Millsaps' long bomb
was shut off by the defensive
secondary, the Majors were, at

times, able to effectively

combine their sweeps and
inside traps to move the

ball down the field. Free
safety Benny Waterfietd
stumped one Millsaps' threat

by intercepting a pass in the

endzone- There were no
defensive standouts, but the

entire defensive unit performed
commendably.

The Tigers offense

scattered their well-executed
plays amidst a shower of

poorly executed ones. As
was the case in last week •

game, the most glaring

offensive weakness was (he
inability of the line to open
hopes for the runningbacks

(cont. on p. 11)

The lonpfist run of the day i

an 11 yard jaunt by junior

halfback Charlie Potts.

In the air, Sewanee feined

somewhat better hitting on 11
of 20 passes for 115 yards.

All three of Sewanee's
quarterbacks used the pass.

Tom Clark completed 7 of 13
attemps for 69 yards and 4
interceptions, Mark Hawrence
was on target 3 out of 6 times
for 29 yards with 1 theft, and
Reggie Campbell completed his

only pass for 17 yards. On
the recieving end, Nino Austin
hauled in 2 passes for 36 yards
and Joe Shults snatched 3 for
40 yards. On defense, John
Saclaredies and David Evans
stole 1 Hampden Sidney

aerial apiece.

The Tigers held
Hampden Sydney to a 8-0

first half tally, but the enemy,
strong in numbers and
experience, came back to
thrash the Mountainmen with
three sustained touchdown
drives. Hampden Sydney
will probably be Sewanee's
toughest opponents this

urn

COLLEGIATE
. RESEARCH

k
,
PAPERS

RESEARCH
Assistance

ALL SUBJECTS
Choose from our library of 7,000 topics.
All papers have been prepared by our
staff of professional writers to insure
excellence. Send $1.00 (air mail
postage) for the current edition of our
mail order catalog.

'EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 25916-E,
Los Angeles. Calif. 90025 -

Wa alto provide original

research -- all field*.

Thetis and dlaaartatlon

assistance atao available.

Address.

City
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SOCCER TEAM REMAINS SCORELESS

Boyd Gibbs eludes a defender with smooth dribbling techniques

George Weaver

On Friday September 16,

eighteen travel-worn, but
enthusiastic, soccer players

found themselves in Baltimore,

Md., some 700 miles from their

world of academia. Sewanee
was participating in the

Towson State Invitational, a

two-day

,

four-team
tournament. In the first

round Sewanee foupV.
valiantly against a

nationally-recognized team,

Randolph-Macon (13-2) last

season), but lost 2-0. The
second round produced an

identical 2-0 loss to Geneva
College.

An all-around strong
defensive effort led by Jay

MacDonald, David Jackson,
Tom DeWitt, Will Lyons and
goalie Daved Ellis, enabled the

Tigers to keep both games
within reach. DeWitt, Ellis

andWeaver were recognized as

all-toumament selections.

The biggest problem for
the Tigers has been scoring.
The palyers may have to keep
their passes and subsequent
scores on the field and not
in the stands. The team's
scoring statistics to date are
not unlike rows of round
things a goose might lay.

But perhaps the Golden Goose
has begun its' migration south
and will arrive at Sewanee
in time for the next game.

On Tuesday, September 27,
the Tigers will kick off their

conference schedule at home
against Temple. The team
will try to avenge an overtime
sudden death loss last year.

On Saturday, Oct. 1, the team
will travel to Bryan College

in Dayton, Tennessee.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S I M FOOTBALL KICK OFF

Men Complete First Week of IMs: Women's IM Football To Be Big Success

Blair Dickinson

The first full week of
intramural football has been
completed, with the league

suffering only three major
casualties. The Theologs and
Iskra both forfeited out of
the league before seeing action,

Run, Swim
(cont. from p. 10)

While Triathalon partici -

pants were swaU-m'ing water,
groaning against endl^w; Mils',

and maneuvering the Little

Tennessee's Whitewater nar -

Tennessee's whitewatvt-
narrows, another group of
Sewanee students were
enjoying the Whitewater thrills

of a raft trip down the

Nantahala River, led by SSOC
director Doug Cameron. It is

hard to judge which group of
participants chose the best

alternative to spending a
Study Day weekend at Sew-

THE SILMARILLION by
J.R.R. Tolkien has recently

been published by Houghton
Mifflir.. TYp 365-page volume
was written bv Tolkien long
befo-i* "THE HOBBIT and
THE LORD OF THE RINGS,
but was only edited and
revised after Tolkien's death in

1973 by his son Christopher.

THE SILMARILLION re-

counts the Creation and First

and Sec-.nc: Ages of Middle
Earth and provides a

background to Tolkien's

other works

while the Chi Psis suffered a

tremendous loss to the

Independents before forfeiting

their second game and bowing
out of league play.

Opening action has seen

some cliffhangers, as well as

some runaways, but no major

upsets. The Independents,

behind the pinpoint passing

of John Hendry and a fleet

corps of receivers, defeated

the Chi Psis and the Dekes by
a combined score of 100-0.

But, in between victories,

they suffered a 24-13 setback

at the hands of the Fijis.

The SAE's saw plenty of

tough action last week. The
underdog Dekes, behind the

sterling defensive play of

Anthony Atchley and Tim
Vellem, battled them to a

scoreless tie. SAE's nest game

saw Noah Lemos roll up close

to 200 yards and one
touchdown on two laterals and
three pass completions from
quarterback Mike Fagen, as the

Betas romped to a 38-0

victory. To close out their

week, Craig Lane and Clyde
Mathis repeatedly turned back

a tough ATO team in the final

period of a 6-6 tie, until, with

45 seconds left to play, Bill

Cox emerged from Basketball

practice to haul in a 40 yard

scoring strike from Jihn

Riddell to win the game 13-6.

Bolstered by a string rush,

the SAE's should come back to

make a bid for the playoffs.

Sue Dewalt

Women's intramural

football promises to be bigger

and better this season.

Four teams command
the field this

year, as opposed to five last

year. In pairing the smaller
dorms with the larger ones,
the league should have a

more balanced outlook.
The schedule has been

expanded to six games. The
gridders will clash in a double-
round robin before the three

game play-off battle.

Hunter dorm, the perennial

powerhouse of women's
football is still the team to

beat. A dorm that lives for

football season, Hunter, along

with their Hoffman teammates,
has practiced religiously for

weeks.
Speedy receivers Joann

Cleverdon and Norma
Stoneburner promise to give

defensive secondaries giant

headaches this year. Quarter-
backing is the major weak
spot of the Hunter-Hoffman

squad. If Atlee Valentine

tears herself away from field

hockey practice long enough
to call the signals, stopping

Hunter's greedy offense will

be a tough job. On defense,

the team will be sustained

by the tenacious blocking of

Kay Moneyhun.
The

FrenchHouse-Spanish House
team poses a key threat to

Hunter. Cindy Irvin and

Marta Lanahan have proven
themselves to be ferocious

rushers and mean blocker s.

Cleveland quarterback Giua
Melton should have little fear

of being sacked. Melton's

chief worry however, will be
to find a talented receiver to

replace Sherry Shephard.

Few familiar faces will be

seen on the Johnson-McCrady

squad. Johnson lost a strong

quarterback in Suzanne

Yandow. Gus Salem,

Yandow's premier receiver lant

year, may be initially side-

lined with a strainedligament.

Andrea Simpson, a strong

rusher, and Chris Keyser, a

competant blocking back,

promise to provide Johnson
with some support.

Benedict-Inn appears to be
ti.e mvstery tpam of the

year. Blessed with
r
.inedict's bumper crop of

IVoshmen, the team
surprise the league

Mancy Magen , Hunter's

extraordinary quarterback last

(cont. on p. 12)

Volleyball Off To A Slow Start

Steffany Ellis

The women's volleyball

team has gotten off to

asomewhat slow start this year,

dropping its first three

matches. Although, thequality

of play is much better than of

last season and shows definite

signs of further improvement.

The season opened on Sept.

13 in the sports coliseum at

Jacksonville, Ala., where
Sewanee collided with Judson
College. Despite rellying to

win the second game, the Lady
Tigers lost the match 3-15,

15-10, 4-5. In the second

match of the might, which
pitted Sewanee against

Jacksonville state, Sewanee
again lost 3-15, 7-15. The
key to these defeats was
poor serving.

On Tuesday Sept. 20, a

rather vocal and enthusiastic

crowd in the Julian

Gymnasium saw Sewanee roar

out to a one game lead (15-12)

over Covenant College from
Chattanooga. Covenant fought

back, however, and went on to

win 12-15, 15-5, 15-5. Hlsdkjf

Highlighting the action were

good serving and excellent

defensive play by both teams.

Sewanee's next home
volleyball match will be on
Saturday Oct. 1 where the

Lady Tigers will take on
Maryville College at 12:00 p.m.

UK
with him prior to his resig-

nation and total exemption

from due process restraints

in their dealings with him
subsequent to his resignation."

Dean Puckette, who is a

member of the A.A.U.P.,

refused to comment on the

resolutions passed by that

body.
Dr. Flynn said that Univer-

sity Administrators promise to

adhere to A.A.U.P. principles

with respect to academic free-

dome. The principle of

academic freedom after the

Cassidy case revealed some

Women's Tennis Opens Against MTSU

Amy St. John

On September 20, an
en th usiastic Women 's Tennis
Team from Sewanee was
stunned in its' season opener
against Middle Tennessee State
University. The strong Blue
Raider team romped to an
impressive 8-1 victory over the

Sewanee spuad. A foreign
player, Elina Durchman, from
Finland, topped the MTSU
line-up. She downed Lynn
Jones, Sewanee's mainstay,

7-5, 6-3. MTSU swept the
other singles matches, also:

2. Kay Wrather def. Amy
St. John 6-1,6-1.

3. Corinne McDonald def.

Heidi Harnisch 6-7, 6-3, 6-0.

4 Nancy Broadhurst def.
Minn. TVnrm fi-fl fi-1

5 Traci Williams def. Sherrie

Sims 6-0,6-2.

6. Karen Miller def. Agusta
Salem 6-1, 6-3.

The Sewanee team took its'

lone victory as the number one
doubles team of Jones and St.

John trounced Williams and
(cont. on p. 12)

Millsaps

(cont. from p. 10)
pinpoint Sewanee.s nimble

receivers. A significant

improvement can be expected

in the offenses, execution in

this week.s game against Austin

College. Everyone is

encouraged to continue their

support as the young Tiger

PARAPHERNALIA

2816

SPECIAL ORDERS IN ONE DAY
NEXT DOOR TO SMOKE HOUSE RFSTAnp *
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SAGA Nabs Control of Pub
(cont. from p. 1)

ideas only after close consulta-

tion with the Food Committee
and Common Advisory
Commission. "Food Services is

a University cooperative effort

between SAGA and the

committees," stressed

McClellan.

Neither will all ideas start

with McClellan. He said that,

ultimately, the individual

managers --Leonard, Cannon,
and Hickman -- will be
responsible for food service.

"I'm not standing back saying

'you must do this,* '* said

McClellan.

Lack of competition to

SAGA has been a major fear on

campus. McClellan attempted
to allay such fears by explain-

ing that the four food services

on campus —Gailor, Sewanee
Inn, pub, snack bar — will com-
compliment each other. This
should create better service at

lower prices all around.
"When people talk about

competition, they think of gro-

cery store undercutting. In
restaurants this is not true,"

said McClellan. McClellan
added that SAGA has a work-
ing agreement with the
University that all price rises

Food served at Gailor will

differ from that at the Inn and
Common. "Products in

quality will be the same," said

McClellan, "but more
individual care will be taken at

the Inn than at Gailor."

McClellan said the difference in

food between the two could be
compared to cooking for a

family and cooking- for 100
people. "Individual care just

can't be there with mass cook-
ing," he said.

PROVOST SCHfltffi SPEOKS OUT OH DEFICIT

(cont. from p. 8)

deficit has even planned to
turn the Inn into a "junior
Gailor" to handle the dining
hall's overflow. This year
SAGA will take charge of the
Inn and all other University
food services. (See related

story, p. 12.)
Maintenance and renovation

also contribute to the financial

dilemma of the University.
Recent dormitory renovations

cost Sewanee $102,000, and
fire protection equipment
alone totaled $57,000.
Necessary weatherproofing and

mortar work on Shapard Tower
and otrKn* buildings will drain

funds.

Dr. Charles Baird heads the

forestry department this year,

and Dr. Schaefer said "he has

done a wonderful job" of plan-

ning for maximum yield and
es'hetic beauty. Dr. Baird and
Dr. £no formed
forestry management commit-
tee to help improve the Moun-
tain's forestry program.

Dr. Schaefer called for
hiring of several more doctors
as well as an increase in public

relations efforts. Mr. Lacy
said plans for hiring a general

surgeon from Jordan have
bogged down due to liscensing

problems. The surgeon is

liscenced in Virginia, but would
have to take a Tennessee
test offered in January. "The
other day a state trooper
pulled in here with a person
injured in an accident. He
said, 'I hadn't even known
this was here.' " Dr. Schaefer
said more road signs need
to be posted to remedy this

situation.

Herr Lockard Tells His Tale
(cont. from p. 8)

up all night singing and
celebrating the peace

witnessed both the outbreak
and the end of the war in

England, I have a feeling of

complete solidarity with I h e

British Isles."

Herr Lockard felt that since
he'd had a part in the

destruction of Europe, he

wanted to help put it back
together. He joined the United

Rehabilitation and
Administration and

'

Nations
Relief

several

is the dii

displaced

of

Jews. He remembers selling the
cigarettes from the CARE
packages for medical supplies.

In his spare time, he hiked in

the Alps.

After leaving the service in

1948, Herr Lockard entered
St. Catherine's College at

Oxford to study Charles
Williams, the poet. He

Fulbright Scholarship. At
Oxford he met one of
Williams's best friends, C. S.

Lewis, who offered to be his

advisor. Mr. Lewis also invited

him to join the "Inklings," a
literary group which included
J. R. R. Tolkien. Each Tuesday
they met in a pub called the
Eagle and the Child. They
gathered at Mr. Lewis's home
to read the works each man
had in progress. Tolkien gave
Herr Lockard the typescript of
a new work to criticize. Herr
Lockard was so busy that he
had to return the script a few
weeks later, unread. It was
later published as LORD OF
THE RINGS. While doing
research on Charles
Williams, he also talked to T. S.

Eliot, who reminded him of a

"great sad eagle," and he
treated mystery writer

Dorothy Sayers to lunch.

of each year in his beloved
Vienna and half in
"Wienerwald" here in
Sewanee. That way, he believes
he can "enjoy the best of both
worlds. There*s no place in the
world that has all the
special qualities of Sewanee."

Women's M
(cont. from p. 10)

year, moved to Benedict.
Magen is heralded as a deadly
accurate passer, whether it

be a curl or long bomb. She
finds competant receivers in

Lisa Lipsy and Marilyn King,
both of whom were standouts
for the Benedict bunch last

football, is optimistic abou
the season. "I hope everyone
has a good season," she said,

"We're just out to have fun."

GOLF SHOP MAY BREAK EVEN

(cont. from p. 1)

detailed ledgers and inventory

controls, and doubling

membership fees. Previously

no records were kept, so the

committee responded by hiring

Mr. James Cardwell to

maintain records, including

inventory sheets for the pro-

shop. Dr. Owen said these

records, combinedwith »trict

enforcement of green fees,

have contributed to the

successful effort.

The other members of the

committee are Mr. Ed Watson,
Mrs. Sally Berryman, Provost
Arthur Schaefer, and Mr.
Horace Mays, who owns the

Sewanee Market and leases the

new ice-cream shop on campus.

Dr. Owen said the

committee projected a deficit

of $10,068 in its first study,

but judging by the first quarter

of operation observed that

"we may break even." The
operation showed a 38% net

profit for the month of July.

The operation attracts most

customers in an eight month

period, with slow business

in the colder winter months.

The committee- purchased

the golf carts from Athletic

Director Walter Bryant, who
had previously owned and

rented them. Profit from
their rental will now be applied

to " eliminating the deficit.

Students still enjoy free use

of the golf course and the

tennis courts, while resident

employees of the University

pay $120 for family
membership. Members gave

the fee hike their full approval.

Dr. Owen said. The highest

membership fee is $225 for

non -residents not employed
by the University, which Dr.

Owen said is inexpensive when
compared to most country
club fees.

The committee urged
students to register when using
the facilities so that records
can be maintained. Sewanee,
said Dr. Owen, is the only
University he knows of where
students play for free. Free
student use will be maintained
as long as the operation is

able to break even, he added.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
(cont. from p. 11)

McDonald 6-2,6-3. At number
two, Harnisch and Salem lost

a close one to Wrather and
Broadhurst 6-4, 6-2. At
number three, freshmen Hope
Rogers and Anne Rudolf lost

their premier match to a

tough MTSU team — Craig

and Miller— 6-0,6-2.

Among the new players this

year are Senior Augusta Salem
and freshmen Hope Rogers,
Anne Rudolf, and Sarah
Humphreys. Ceil Hopper, a

junior, is a returning player
who joins Augusta, Hope,
Anne, and Sarah in this initial

loss, Sewanee's team looks
forward to face Austin Peay,
and on October 1 it meets
Tennessee Tech on the
Charlotte Guerry courts in

Sewanee. After a little more
practice, especially in the area

of match-play singles, the
Sewanee women should be
able to withstand any challenge

Austin Peay and Tennessee
Tech might pose.

THE SEWANEE INN
FRIDAY SPECIAL : Catfish, Cole Slaw,

French Fries, Hush Puppies $3.00

TUESDAY SPECIAL: 10 oz Sirloin Steak,

Potatoes Salad and Rolls $ 4.50

WE ACCEPT UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARDS

598 - 5914

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING

STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE

2 MECHANICS AVAILABLE

FUEL - 100 OCTANE

PRIVATE PILOT GROUND SCHOOL STARTING SOON

ADVANCED AND AEROBATIC INSTRUCTION IN
1977 CESSNA AREOBAT FIVE HOURS DUAL AND
FOUR HOURS GROUND INSTRUCTION ON AERO-
BATIC BASICS, CONTROL AND RECOVERY FROM

UNUSUAL ATTITUDES.

CALL 967-3148 OR STOP BY THE AIRPORT
gOR INFORMATION


